Detroit Metro Region Freeway Lighting P3
Detroit, Michigan
The design, construction and financing of replacement of 15,000 lighting fixtures and
the underlying infrastructure and operations and maintenance of the system for 15
years.
Size/Dollar Value: $120 million over 15 years.
Issue Addressed: Allows Michigan DOT to get out of the lighting business, save
money, reduce maintenance headaches, and focus on their core business of
transportation. The new lighting will provide state of the art luminescence for the
highway system.
Procurement method: Public/Private Partnership – Design, Build, Operate, Maintain.
Ground Lease with Tax Exempt Financing.
The innovation or success:
First P3 in the State of Michigan, first US freeway lighting DBFOM P3, over the 15
year term, the project will generate ~$13 million in savings.

Dormitory Complex – New Jersey City University
Jersey City, New Jersey

Project consisted of 100,000 s.f., 425 bed dormitory. The project marked the start of
vertical construction on a new campus for New Jersey City University.

Size/Dollar Value:

$40,000,000

Procurement method:

Public-Private Partnership – Design, Build, Operate, Maintain.
Ground Lease with Tax Exempt Financing.

The innovation or success:
Project faced challenging subsurface and utility infrastructure
conditions. All were addressed in the Design-Build process.
The project was completed ahead of schedule and on-budget.

Goethals Bridge Replacement Project
New York
The Goethals Bridge was constructed in 1928 to the criteria and standards of that time. Given presentday traffic volume, commercial growth and new standards, the bridge is now functionally obsolete. The
existing 10-foot-wide narrow lanes are substandard in comparison to current standard 12-foot-wide
lanes, and as such present a safety issue for trucks and wider vehicles. The lack of roadway shoulders
with only two lanes of traffic in each direction causes congestion during peak traffic periods and impedes
access during emergencies. In addition, the current design provides no access for pedestrians or
bicyclists.
According to the Port Authority, which owns and operates the bridge, more than $33 billion in regional
goods cross the bridge yearly. About 74,000 vehicles use the bridge weekly. If the bridge is not replaced
now, additional vital repairs in the hundreds of millions of dollars will be necessary, and still the existing
bridge will remain functionally obsolete.
Size/Dollar Value: Financing for the $1.5 billion (construction value ~$980M) replacement of the Goethals
Bridge was completed in Nov 2013 as the developers agreed to make equity contributions and receive
payments over 35 years. The NJ Economic Development Authority agreed to sell $457 million of municipal
bonds (PABs) on behalf of the private developers hired by the Port Authority of New and New Jersey to
rebuild the 85-year old span between New Jersey and Staten Island.
The project has also received a $480 million TIFIA loan.
The balance will be raised by NYNJ Link Partnership, a coalition of companies that includes Macquarie
Infrastructure of Australia and Kiewit Development Company. Kiewit also leads the design and
construction JV which includes Massman Construction and Weeks Marine. The payments to the
partnership will depend on the performance of the contractors. NYNJ Link was hired by the Port Authority
to oversee the design and construction of the new bridge, and the demolition of the old one. Fitch Ratings
gave the bonds an investment grade of BBB-minus rating. The bonds were also insured by Assured
Guarantee. Bank of America Merrill Lynch was the lead underwriter.
Issue Address - or need it served: see above - plus the procurement structure helped the NYNJPA
leverage private sector funds over a 30+ year term to accelerate the delivery of a critical infrastructure
asset, since the Port Authority was recovering from the heroic efforts and financial challenges of its
commitment and leadership towards rebuilding the hallowed Ground Zero.
Procurement method: The replacement bridge is being delivered as a design-build-finance-maintain
(DBFM) P3 under a 40-year concession - a first for the Port Authority. The Port Authority will continue to
operate the facility, set and collect tolls, and make annual availability payments of $56.5 million.


TIFIA loan - $473.7 million (amount does not include $31.6 million in capitalized interest)



Private Activity Bonds - $453.3 million



Equity - $106.8 million



Port Authority Milestone Payments - $125.0 million



Pre-development costs funded by the Port Authority - $300.2 million

The innovation or success - benefits include:


Risk transfer - The Goethals Bridge replacement is a highly complex project. The P3 structure will
transfer substantial risk for potential construction overruns and the long-term cost and quality of
maintenance to the developer.



Efficiency and long-term alignment of interests - The developer, NYNJ Link, will be paid for
performance by the Port Authority over the life of the P3 instead of receiving the upfront payment
that would be required under a more traditional financing scheme. Should the developer
underperform or if the replacement bridge develops problems during its service period, the agency
will be able to reduce payment. This payment scheme will align the interests of Port Authority and
of the developer in designing and implementing a project as efficiently as possible, and in providing
high-quality design, construction, upkeep and user service.



Attractive and increased financing capacity - The ability of the Port Authority to repay the costs of
construction to the developer, over the life of the P3 once the project is complete, allowed the
agency to commence procurement for the project more quickly. The commitment from the Port
Authority to the developer will be junior to the Port Authority's commitment to its Consolidated
Bond Holders.



The Goethals Replacement will provide state-of-the-art smart bridge technology, including
Roadway Weather Information Systems that collect environmental data such as wind speed,
visibility, and pavement temperature. A Traffic Detection System will use sensors to provide alerts
on traffic build-up so incident response plans may be quickly implemented.



Smart bridge technology provides continuous electronic monitoring of bridge structures using a
network of sensors at critical points. The sensors can spot potentially serious problems before
they might be apparent to a human inspector, as well as help determine how a bridge will behave
under heavy traffic, in severe weather conditions and during other potentially hazardous situations.



Also unique (since the 2008 banking crisis)… Assured Guaranty Municipal insured more than $101
million of a $461 million bond issue in connection with a public-private partnership sponsored by
the Port Authority of NYNJ. The insurance reduced the all-in cost of the financing. In addition to
Assured’s guaranty of full and timely payment, our participation includes the underwriting and
surveillance of construction and operational risks, allowing certain investors to participate in project
financings they might not otherwise invest in due to the lack of appropriate internal resources.

It is estimated that the Goethals Bridge replacement project will create 2,250 direct jobs, paying a total
of $224 million in wages, and generating $872 million in total economic activity for the region.

Dormitory Complex
Montclair State University - Montclair, NJ
Project consisted of 8 dormitory buildings, varying in height from 6 to 8 stories.
Contained 1978 beds and a 2400 sf dining hall.
Size/Dollar Value: Approximately $200,000,000.
Issue Addressed: Additional Manage (tolled) lanes on SH183 and SH114 and
reconstruction of SH183 – additional capacity.
Procurement Method: Public/Private Partnership – Design, Build, Operate, Maintain.
Ground Lease with Tax Exempt Financing.
The innovation or success:
Design was started in the fall, with the first shovel in the ground in May. Project was
completed the following year and students walked in the door in August, 24 months
from design start to project completion.

North Tarrant Express
Fort Worth, Dallas
13.1 miles of total reconstruction to incorporate managed lanes in North Fort Worth as a
traffic risk concession for 52 years. Construction occurred between 2010 and 2015, with
the facility opening almost 9 months ahead of schedule.
Size/Dollar Value: Total investment of $2.6B with a DB cost of $1.48B
Issue Addressed: Crossing six municipalities and impacting more than one million
people, the North Tarrant Express project dramatically enhanced mobility in the region.
Some highlights:
•
•
•
•
•

84 bridges
5.1 million cubic yards of excavation million tons of paving
27 different utility owners, 474 utility conflicts, 397 locations
$215 million in 200 contracts to DBE firms
Managed 175,000+ vehicles daily while maintaining four lanes open in
each direction

Procurement method: Comprehensive Development Agreement (PPP) as part of a
Master Development Plan.
The innovation or success:


Increased access during the construction of the project by adding ramps and
connectivity to final configuration.

•

Completed construction and opened facility almost 9 months ahead of schedule.

Rapid Bridge Replacement Project
Pennsylvania
Replacement of 558 structurally deficient bridges in 3 years under a single design, build,
finance, maintain P3 contract across the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
Size/Dollar Value: $1 Billion.
Issue Addressed: The Commonwealth has for many years - largely due to diminishing
revenues for its capital program - struggled to adequately address its aging bridges with
as many as 6,000 at one point being classified as structurally deficient, that is, in need
of repair or replacement. The average age of the bridges in Penn DOT’s bridge
inventory is well over 50 years old, which has led to many of them being weight
restricted to preserve their useful life or buy time until funding becomes available to
rehab or replace them.
Procurement method: Design, Build, Finance and Maintain P3.
The innovation or success:
Bundling of 558 similar structures led to significant economies of scale savings in a
variety of ways, from streamlining design and permitting processes to large scale
prefabrication and bulk purchasing of materials. The accelerated delivery also
allowed the Commonwealth to take advantage of current construction costs and
avoid the high costs of deferred maintenance and the impacts of inflation at a time
when interest rates were at record lows. OM&R during construction and transition
planning for handover through OM&R involvement during the DB period.

Midtown Express – SH183
Arlington, Texas

Construction of new managed lanes on Route 183 and 114 in Arlington,
Texas.
Description of Work:
• Reconstruction of 14.8 miles of SH 183 from SH 121 to I35/Trinity Parkway
• Addition of 10.5 miles of EB&WB managed lanes on SH 114 from SH 183 to SH 161
• Addition of 2.3 miles of WB managed lane on Loop 12 from SH 183 to IH 35E
Scope includes design, permitting, construction of tolled main lanes, frontage roads and
crossing streets, utility adjustments, ROW services and the long-term capital maintenance.
Size/Dollar Value: $1,046,606,244
Issue Addressed: Additional Managed (tolled) lanes on SH 183 and SH 114 and
reconstruction of SH 183 – additional capacity.
Procurement method: Best value, Design-Build Operate Maintain Finance
The innovation or success:
Kiewit was able to provide the required scope with 4 alternatives in our base bid through
maximizing the lifecycle requirements into the design-build process.

Right Honourable Herb Gray Parkway
Windsor, Ontario, Canada
Fluor is currently operating and maintaining the 6.8-mile Right Honorable Herb Gray Parkway
(HGP) (formerly the Windsor Essex Parkway), a new connector highway that will improve traffic
mobility at the U.S.-Canada border between Detroit and Windsor. The consortium offered the
concept of “one team/one system” by providing the same companies and management
systems for the life of the project, resulting in efficient transitions between design, construction,
operations, maintenance, and rehabilitation throughout the project life-cycle.
Size/Dollar Value: $2.23 Billion
Procurement method: DBFOM
The innovation or success:


Major environmental efforts successfully carried out for the protection and
relocation of several animal species and flora at risk.



Winter Operations include snow trucks equipped with electronic control devices
to proportion proper amounts of salt and brine application.



Utilization of local suppliers, contractors and involvement of First Nation
(equivalent to US DBE) with over 250 companies.



Cross trained O&M crews provide the ability to maximize efficiency and reduce
cost by combining scope capabilities; i.e., ITS, electrical, other routine
maintenance activities.



OM&R during construction and transition planning for handover through OM&R
involvement during the DB period.

